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The preparation of this study was made possible through
the cooperation of the psychology,- psychiatric, and social
v/ork departments, as well as Individuals of the staff of the
Governor Bacon Health Center, Cottage counselors, therapists,
psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers were most
cooperative In answering questions and revealing pertinent
Information, as well as Interpreting underlying behavior
which the writer would have been unable to accomplish alone.
In particular should be mentioned Mrs. Hazel Brov/ne Madry,
Chief Psychiatric Social Worker and field work supervisor
and Dr. Jerome Kay, the writer’s voluntary resident thesis
advisor whose understanding, support, and direction to refer¬
ences and publications proved valuable. Mrs. Genevieve S.
Alston, the thesis advisor at the Atlanta University School
of Social Work has been of Inestimable help in criticism,
encouragement, and guidance.
Perhaps most important to mention are the number of
children In residence and their parents who rejected them.
Without the circumstances which brought them to the Center
for treatment, they v/ould have boen unavailable for study.
Still, wherever possible, they were willing to be of assistance
In answering questions In recounting experiences which for the
most part had been uncomfortable and vdilch seems to make them
that much more worthy of consideration here.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The friendly neighbor asks, ’'T,Vhat makes her child
behave that way?" The man on the street, the corner police¬
man, playmates - all echo the question. The concerned
teacher refers the child to a Mental Hygiene Clinic for
testing which results in admission to an institution for
emotionally disturbed children. Regardless of the avenue
travelled, be it from the analytical, fundamentalist,
behavlorlst, or psychobiological approach, the ultimate‘aim
in all schools of thought remains constant - l.e., why does
the individual behave that way?
This question is raised by the social worker about
the delinquent, by the teacher about the "problem child",
by the psychologist about the child who blocks during
testing, by the psychiatrist about the psychopath, and by
parents about their children. In setting out to ansvier this
question, most disciplines direct their attention to the
parents - more specifically the mother. Levy has said,
"It is generally accepted that the most potent of all in¬
fluences on social behavior is derived from the primary
social experience with the mother."^ Radke, in the re¬
lationship study between authority and behavior concluded




that "the mother, rather than the father. Is perceived by
the children as the more Influential authority In their
lives.
The present study Is concerned with obvious reper¬
cussions of the mother's attitude of rejection toward the
child, i'Jo attempt Is made to try to prove how much of a
part maternal rejection played In determining the emotional
disturbances of the children studied because of other com¬
plicating circumstances which may have had equal or more
effect on their lives.
Setting of the Study
The writer did a six-month field work placement as a
student social worker at The Governor Bacon Health Center
located In Delaware City, Delaware, This Is a therapeutic
center offering child guidance clinic service and resident
treatment for children between the ages of four and sixteen
years who are showing emotional and behavioral problems.
Although It Is recognized that the child, "still In the
process of physical and emotional development and matur-
atlon," needs the security afforded by a home setting com¬
plete with both parental figures, these children's problems
are of such proportion that reasonably they can not be
^i'^^arlan J, Hadke, The Relation of Parental Authority to
Children's Behavior and Attitudes (Minneapolis, n.d. ), p, TOl,
2
Calvin P. Settlage, "The Rationale for In-Patient
Treatment of Emotionally Disturbed Children," Delaware State
Medical Journal, XXII n.8 (August, 19^0), 213.
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treated on an out-patient basis. Dr. Settlage, child psychi¬
atrist at the Center, presented the philosophy of the Insti¬
tution In these following words:
Throughout the developmental process there
are Inculcated those personal, family, social,
cultural, national, and religious Ideals which are
necessary for truly adult, altruistic living.
Again I should like to emphasize that the gradual
evolution of a mature, responsible adult does not
take place unless the child’s need for love and
affection and personal gratification Is met
through warm, meaningful Interpersonal relationships
experienced normally In relation to the parents.-*-
In order to provide some substitution for this, the
maladjusted children are housed in cottages of from eight
to ten children with either a male, female, or both as
cottage counselors. The children admitted to the Center
because of physical disabilities are housed on hospital
wards. This Is true of the crippled children's unit, the
rheumatic fever and cardiac children, and the children with
seizures.
Dr. Diamond, the pediatrician, summarized the efforts
of the staff as being as follows:
directed toward one goal and this Is to provide
our children with qualities for assuming places
In society as well-equipped human beings who can
stand on their own feet. This task can be accom¬
plished only by the guidance of their physical and
mental health. Many symptoms of behavior disorders
and personality disturbance are a result of some
physical handicap, and many somatic symptoms
may be the result of emotional conflicts. . .
Only by close cooperation of psychiatrist and ped¬
iatrician in a child guidance center Is It possible
^Ibld., p, 214.
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to arrive at a correct diagnosis and success¬
ful therapy.
Significance of the Study
The psychiatric social worker, being concerned with
dynamics of personality development and all its determinant
factors, may often ask the question, "Can behavior be pre¬
dicted according to the mother's treatment of the child?"
This seems of equal importance to all social workers, teachers,
psychologists, psychiatrists, parents, and all lay people
dealing with children or concerned with personality devel¬
opment .
One characteristic of hioman beings under stress is the
tendency of the individual to revert or regress to earlier
stages of personality functioning. One is reminded of the
natural tendency of man to call his mother when he is in
pain, although the mother may be nowhere around. This may
represent reversion to an earlier phase of adaptation. It
would thus seem Important as a factor in diagnosis and
treatment to know about mother-child relationships.
Furthermore, the parents, particularly the
mother, are the first sources of frustration for
the child's untrained Impulses. Feeding sched¬
ules, weaning, and toilet training are essentially
functions of the mother (or mother substitute)
and these training efforts represent the first
social pressures exerted against the child's
unregulated and to some extent nonrhythmic activ¬
ities.'^
^Leopold Diamond, M.D., "Pediatric Activities at the
Governor Bacon Health Center," ibid., p. 218.
2Bawson Lowrey, Psychiatry for Social Workers (Hew York.
19lfb), p. 152.
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This study seems of importance because of the constant
reference to rejection in current literature and the recur¬
rence of this factor in diagnosing patients at the Gov¬
ernor Bacon Health Center,
Purpose of the Study
This aims to study as many available evidences of the
mothers' overt and/or latent rej'ection upon children with
personality disturbances - to note how this is evidenced
in the children's conversations, in relationships with
others, in play, and in a testing situation - to categorize
the type of maternal rej'ection from the material gathered -
to compare the type of maternal rej'ection with the sympto¬
matic behavior disorders of the children.
Method of Procedure
This study is not geared to movement in the thera¬
peutic relationship nor is it concerned with Insights
gained by the child or parent except as they effect evi¬
dences of maternal rej'ection. It is centered on the mani¬
festation of one factor - maternal rej'ection - in personality
development.
Case histories, direct quotations from mothers and
children, and material gained from books and lectures
were used. Further study included consultation with thera¬
pists, observation of the children in play, study of records,
cottage adj'ustment, relationships with cottage counselors,
psychological reports, and psychiatric interviews.
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This study employs a group of tv/enty-flve emotionally
disturbed children and some of their mothers. The diagnoses
of the patients vary. The twenty-five cases were chosen
with the approval of the Child Guidance Staff of the Center
as to whether these children could be categorized as rejected
maternally before the writer began her study of them.
The group of patients Included both sexes and ranged
in age on acLnisslon from four through seventeen years with
the mean age being 10.8 years. Twenty-two were boys; three
were girls. Fifteen were members of the Caucasian race; ten
were Negroes. These two latter facts were Influenced by
the practice of the institution of admitting more boys and
white children; hence, they were more available for this
study.
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Intelligence as a factor was controlled to the extent
that no patients found to be feeble-minded were included in
the study. With the exception of one boy vdiose performance
on the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test revealed an I.Q.
of 48# ^11 children were given the Jastak patterns, which
is a psychological testing procedure worthy of some elab¬
oration here.
Joseph Jastak’s tests all measure something in addition
to intelligence, and if used on the case just mentioned,
v/ould probably have revealed a higher capacity in some area.
Of the I.Q. as determined by standardized tests, Jastak
said "the potential level of I.Q. is always inaccurately
determined, l.e., tests are unreliable." Thus Jastak be¬
lieves that a child diagnosed as feeble-minded, would not
be necessarily on the Jastak patterns because these tests
determine something else the child can do even though he
may be low in language and motor control.^ The range in
native capacity, with the exception of the one boy previous¬
ly mentioned, is from 77 to 137 with the mean native capacity
being IO5.8.
Criteria for inclusion in the Investigation were a
composite record of the psychiatric, physical, neurologic,
laboratory, psychometric findings, and a social history
^Joseph Jastak, "Jastak's Psychometric Patterns" (Lecture
delivered to staff meeting. Governor Bacon Health Center,
Delav/are City, Delaware, September 27, 19^0) •
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which gave evidence of maternal rejection as approved by
members of the staff of the Governor bacon Health Center.
Prom the detailed history obtained for each child, certain
data was selected and used as criteria for the designation
of the mother as rejecting. Those twenty-five cases finally
selected were those giving most obvious indications of
maternal rejection.
Scope and Limitations
The scope of this study was limited and not as extensive
as desired because of the amount of available material in
histories, the writer's inability to approach mothers in
treatment with another therapist, and because some of the
cases Included had been discharged from the Center at the
time of the study. Three of the cases used were housed
in that unit of children at the Center primarily designed
for physical disabilities but whose secondary diagnoses
were Primary Behavior Disorder and were known to have been
rejected by their mothers. It was necessary to extend
into other disciplines for materials as well as interpreta¬
tions - particularly the psychological and psychiatric
departments.
CHAPTER II
MATERNAL E\AIDSNGES OF REJECTION
The pre-natal influences, the method of delivery, the
type of feeding, weaning, the mother’s personality, marital
relationships, adjustment to separation from the child,
disciplinary methods, emotional stability, and economic
background were the factors given precedence in the study
of the attitude of the mother, with intermittent reference
to incidents of specific significance.
In his chapter of forms of rejecting behavior, jSanner
distinguished three principal forms:
1. Overt hostility and neglect, characterized by
this attitude of the mother. "I do not like him."
2. Perfectionism. "I cannot like him as he is and
acts; but I might, love him if he were perfect."
3. Compensatory overprotection. "I do not see how
anybody could possibly think I do not love-my
child. I am sacrificing every minute to his
welfare. I deny myself pleasures because I must
devote myself to him. Doesn't that prove that I
love hlm?"^
Upon scrutinizing the attitudes of the twenty-five
mothers in this study, it was felt that likewise they fell
into three classifications. Those described in banner's
first type were considered by this writer as overtly re-
jective; those mothers who dominated or over-indulged
their children obviously were classified as overprotectlve;
and mothers, whose attitudes varied and fluctuated between




these two extremes were categorized as a_nblvalent.
Ambivalence
Ambivalence is considered as that attitude which
alternates from overt rejection to open displays of love
and warmth.
■Barents are Inconsistent; their actions
and words do not always agree; because of elements
of rejection of the child on their part, they pro¬
duce an emotional climate which may lead to am¬
bivalence in (the formation of ego) ideals or
even to the formation of negative ones.
This inconsistent attitude may be due to basic feelings of
love which are sometimes neglected due to the mother's
preoccupation with other interests or to feelings of guilt
about non-love which results in sporadic displays of pseudo¬
love and neglect. Of the latter point of view, it has been
said.
It not infrequently happens that parental
rejection of a child is compensated for by a kind
of Indulgence which we call overprotection.
Deprivation and Indulgence may then occur at one
and the same time. . . there may be alternate
protection and rejection. Indeed these mixed
patterns are more coimnon than either pure depri¬
vation or pure over indulgence.^
This type of attitude seems to be illustrated in the
case of Willie S. who was in need of care due to a congen¬
ital heart condition and the fact that his mother could not
provide a home with close supervision as recommended by
^Lawson Lowrey, op. clt., p. 1^2
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Willie was a full term ’’blue baby" who was
not expected to live. hrs. S. described him as
a quiet child whom she never found hard to man¬
age, They enjoyed a real companionship in spite
of the hardships endured in shuttling to and
from her relatives in search of satisfactory
housing arrangements. Mrs. S. attempted these
parasitic moves persistently although her family re-
j'ected her. Willie and his mother used to talk
about the kind of home they would have "some day"
after she had put him to bed for the night.
Although verbalizing her desire to have Willie
at home v/lth her, there is a long history of
institutionalization because of this inability
and of sporadic visitation. Elements of hos¬
tility seem portrayed in her telling Wilile,
after institutionalization, to do as he wished
regardless of the wishes of the authorities,
herself having full knowledge of the implica¬
tions of such an attitude. After Willie was
admitted to the Center, she excused herself
from the picture by writing, "I can't visit
because I have to visit the doctor about my own
health." On her rare visits, she would Ignore
her son's pleas to take him home, at least for
a week-end visit.
Of the twenty-four mothers studied, seven were con¬
sidered to be ambivalent in their attitude toward the
child. Certain common denominators, cited in Table 2,
seemed to be relatively consistent throughout the exaunlna-
tlon. The factors discovered after classifying these seven
mothers as ambivalent as well as the number fitting into
each of these categories may be seen in Table 2.
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TA3L^ 2
PERSONALITY, ATTITUDINAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
EFFECTING SEVEN AMBIVALENT MOTHERS
Factors Mothers Effected
Emotional Instability
Inadequate emotional support to child
Non-employment
Intermittent friendliness and hostility
i*'iarltal difficulty




Frequent moving of the child
Parasitic attitude toward friends
and relatives
Somatic neglect
Assumption of some responsibility
for the child's difficulty
Masochistic












All of the mothers were found to be emotionally un¬
stable in some respect. This factor varied from psychotic
episodes to psychosomatic delusions. An example of such
instability is seen in the psychiatrist's report of his
examination of Mrs. J.
Case 2
Mrs. J. v/as a grossly neurotic mother.
She was disturbed and functioning far below her
capacity because of pressures (Imposed both
economically and emotionally) and her way of
handling them. She had consistently been unable
to accept personal responsibility for her situation,
projecting and rationalizing continuously. Mrs. J.
was able to provide the children with proper care
but allowed the situation to retrogress to a point
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where it became unacceptable as far as stand¬
ards of health, physical well-being, and psy¬
chological equilibrium were concerned. Because
of her emotional disturbance and lack of af¬
fection and understanding for herself, Mrs. J.
was inconsistently rigid and lax in her super¬
vision of her children.
Five of the seven mothers could be described as incon¬
sistently rigid and lax in their disciplinary methods. One
was consistent in her methods because she considered her son
to be a mental defective and therefore unable to abide by
any set limits. Another factor which was consistent with
six of the mothers was intermittent friendliness and hos¬
tility.
With variations on the same theme, all seven of the
mothers considered as ambivalent gave inadequate emotional
support to their sons. An extreme example of this factor
is the case of the psychotic mother, diagnosed as Manic-
Depressive, Depressed Type, who reportedly left the house
at 7 A.M., wandered the streets all day looking like a
ghost, dragging her pre-school age son with her, and finally
was discovered by the police on the eleventh floor of a
business office building, pulling the boy through the sky¬
light, incoherently and confusedly reporting that an air¬
plane was scheduled to pick them up from the roof. Further
evidence of inadequate emotional support being offered was
seen in the mother who placed her six-month old son with an
inadequate, alchohollc, emotionally unstable mother substi¬
tute because of her lack of feeling for him, and then took
away this limited security by taking the child back in his
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fourth year.
Although six of these mothers were housewives and the
seventh only had sporadic employment, there was a history
of five of them moving frequently or shuttling the boy
about among friends, relatives, or Institutions, In a
parasitic manner. The worker's description of one of the
homes will serve as exemplary of the somatic neglect which
was characteristic of four of the homes.
Case 3
Mrs. W.'s home was a broken down shack In
the rural area of a small tovm. The window
panes were either broken or missing. Rubbish
was scattered around the yard. Although Mrs. W,
was unemployed, the children were alone. The
two youngest little girls were asleep In an arm¬
chair. The house was dark and dirty despite the
fact that the beds had been made and the floor
presumably swept. Cans of fuel oil were about
the floor. All of the youngsters appeared as
fearful, neglected waifs.
In spite of the constant factor of emotional Instability,
there was evidence of four of the mothers making a seemingly
genuine attempt to understand the child or to assume some
of the responsibility for the child's problem.
Case 4
Mrs. M., In her attempt to vinderstand her
seven-year-old son who had only been speaking
In sentences for the past two years, and his
erratic type of behavior, read many Child Psycholo¬
gy texts and even wondered If she were responsible
for his refusal to speak by anticipating his
needs. At times, she would offer to perform
the simplest tasks for him before he would ask
for this service and suggested that she was thus
to blame,for then It was unnecessary for him to
make verbal requests.
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In another instance, the mother impressed the worker with
her understanding of concepts of personalitj development.
Mrs. B. was a very intelligent woman with an exceptional
vocabulary who used many psychological terms freely and
correctly.
Case 5
When her last baby was pending, Joe was
worried for fear she v/ould be unable to play
ball with him again. There were symptoms of
violent headaches and vomiting until Mrs. B.
sensed the reason and assured him. In so doing,
she gave him a copy of "The Stork Didn't Bring
You" to read. She was inconsistent in her con¬
cern for him and on one occasion, whipped him
with his belt because he had a cold and deliv¬
ered papers when she told him to stay in the
house. She considered his pains and headaches
as psychosomatic, resulting from concerns for
her.
Joe had little objection to attending the
Mental Hygiene Clinic but Mrs. B. worried for
fear of social repercussions on the part of the
neighbors who "would not be intelligent enough to
understand." Hov/ever, Mrs. B. consented to at¬
tend Clinic herself, as well as to take Joe's
four-year-old sibling, whose difficulty Mrs. B.
bla^tied on Joe.
Mrs. B. stated that Joe lied a great deal and
it was extremely difficult to elicit the truth
from him. She believed that he spent some of the
money collected on his paper route for candy and
distrusted him in that respect. She felt that
sweets may give him some compensation but was
anxious that the money be obtained honestly.
Mrs. B. said that Joe was gentle by nature and
apparently much attached to her. In spite of the
fact that she spoke of gentleness, she also said
he showed the same cruel streak of his father.
Suddenly, without warning, Mrs. B. appeared
saying she and her husband had worked out their
problems at the Mental Hygiene Clinic, were pre¬
pared to make an adequate home, and took Joe out
of the Center against medical advice.
l6
In addition to illustrating an attempt on the part
of one of the mothers to understand and deal with her son's
behavior (irrelevant of the soundness of the approach), the
preceding case was cited in length in order to point out
several other factors which were found to be common with
the ambivalent mothers. Pour of the mothers evidenced some
feeling of distrust toward the child and three of them
blamed him for the difficulty of some other child in the
family.
The seven children handled ambivalently were all boys,
yet six of their mothers failed to allow them to assume
responsibility; thus, in a sense, castrating them. This is
exemplified in Case 6.
Case 6
Smltty's mother was described by the worker
as a domineering woman who wore the pants, did
everything for the whole family, sat in the driver's
seat, and supervised everybody's activities. She
understood that with Smltty, as well as his sib¬
lings, she had been ovsrprotectlve to the point
where she had really taken all of the responsibil¬
ity from him, and as he matured, had expected him
to take on more mature responsibility which she
had deprived him of the opportunity of learning
before. She saw little for which he needed help
and identified with his strong desire to leave
the Center. This, coupled with some minor im¬
provements in his behavior, resulted in discharge.
Soon after, he again had an escapade with
the law resulting in readmission. At this time,
his mother pointed out to him that she didn't
want him to stay home, that he had his trial and
failed, and she was now anxious for him to do some¬
thing for himself, when he was obviously emotion¬
ally inequlpped for such a responsibility.
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Mothers who were known to deprive their sons of masculine
responsibility, to reject the boy’s resemblance to their
unloved or unappreciated husbands thus depriving the boy
of an adequate male figure with which to Identify, were
considered as castrating.
Consideration of the marital relationships of the
ambivalent mothers received support from Newell who claimed
that the most Important cause of a mother's rejection of a
child Is her own unhappy adjustment to marriage. Newell
studied cases of seventy-five children where there was a
"definite statement by the mother that the birth of the
child was unwelcome." He observed after contrasting these
children with a control group of elghty-two children:
The rejection Is primarily due to the
mother's unhappy adjustment to marriage. This
In turn Is usually a result of Immaturity and
emotional Instability on the part of one or
both parents. The mother's handling Is most
frequently Inconsistent, waverln" between over-
protective and hostile behavior.^
Six of the mothers studied by the writer had severe marital
problems and four of them were masochistic enough to endure
physical abuse rather than to be separated from their hus¬
bands. A striking example can be seen In the previously
cited Case 2 of Mrs. J.
Mrs. J. was a masochistic woman, always
pregnant, and of low morale. She would not leave
her husband or use any means of help offered her
^H.W.Newell, "Dynamics of Maternal Rejection," American
Journal of Orthopsychiatry (July, 1934-)» P* 33?.
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to help herself. She seemed dominated by her
husband, and although she argued v/ith him and
verbally expressed disgust and contempt for him,
she continued to endure this discomfort.
On the day her son Hank was coiimltted to
the State Board of Welfare, he had a traumatic
experience in court. Mrs. J. was pregnant with
her ninth child and the Judge pleaded with her to
leave her husband to whom he referred as 'a
"st\mibllng-block." The Judge assured her that
Hank could be returned home and she would immed¬
iately receive an ADC grant. Mrs. J. chose her
husband although Hank witnessed this and cried
throughout the hearing.
One observation made of these cases not included on
Table 2 was on the births and developmental histories of
the seven children. This analysis was limited due to no
such information Included in three of the records. Hov/ever,
analysis of the remaining four records revealed that three
were full term pregnancies, one was premature; two had
extreme difficulty with breathing at birth, the other two
were normally healthy at birth; three of the children were
very late in learning to v;alk, one had reportedly normal
development; and all four of them were^ born without the
use of instrumentation. One of the circumstances of birth
was extremely interesting and is worthy of citation here.
This is the previously cited Case [j. - Mrs. M,
Mrs. M. was upset during her pregnancy
because she was unmarried. She did not tell her
mother until the sixth month of her pregnancy.
Mrs. M. had no prenatal care. Her mother, with
whom she was living, was away for the week-end
when Mrs. M. had the urge for a bicycle ride.
After this she decided she needed a laxative,so
she took castor oil. She then took a walk. Hapld-
ly recurring pains necessitated going to the
hospital. Before two hours, the baby v/as born;
Mrs. i’.I. was that close to the birth of her child
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yet she engaged in such rigorous exercise v/hich
would seem to indicate an early rejective atti¬
tude .
There were no complications until the toilet
training period and he was three and one-half
years old before he was "completely broken."
The mother’s terminology led the v/orker to be¬
lieve there was a possible struggle between the two
of them and toilet training was probably quite
unpleasant for the boy.
The other factors of ambivalence noted were more
specific in nature and could not be generally attributed
to the majority of the mothers studied. The next atti¬
tude to be considered here is overprotection which was
found to be the attitude displayed by seven other mothers.
Overprotection
Perhaps no authority on maternal overprotection has
been quoted so extensively as David M. Levy. Dr. Levy wrote
of maternal overprotection as being synonymous with external
maternal care of children and grouped its manifestations in
the mother-child relationship according to the common obser¬
vations 1) "the mother is always there;" 2) "she still treats
him like a baby;" and 3) "she won’t let him grow up" or
"she won’t take any rlsks,"^
’Overprotection is a less obvious form of rejection and
its disguise may allov/ the mother to express her hatreds
against the child and at the same time compensate as a
penance so as to appease her guilt feelings. Thus, the
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mother might brood constantly over her child, might not be
able to bear to have It leave her sl^t, or live forever
In the fear that some harm may come to the child. Even
though she may be an Intelligent woman, she may feel that
the child Is a mental defective when there Is little sub¬
stantiating evidence and this was found to be true of one
of the seven overprotectlve mothers observed In this study.
Kanner's distinction of three forms of rejecting behav¬
ior Included perfectionism, a classification that was not
used In this study but to which Kanner contrasted compen¬
satory overprotection.
The difference lies mainly In the direction
of the face-saving justification of rejection.
The perfectionist mother centers her emphasis
on the child's Imperfections, The overprotectlve
mother centers her emphasis on herself and her
own activities. The perfectionist works for
results; her coercion Is a means to an end.
Overprotectlve pampering is an end In itself.
It keeps guilt over the rejection dormant by
the appeasing reassurance gained from constant
agitation supposedly on the behalf of the child.
Her rejection takes the conscious form of fear
that the child might become 111 and die, might
learn bad manners from playmates, or might
grow away from her,"^
In taking a brief glance at the etiology of maternal
overprotection, (l) Ruch has pointed out marital Incompat¬
ibility as one of the factors, but this was not so constant
with the seven overprotectlve mothers In this study.
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(2) He stated that the mother’s emphasis on the maternal
role is often due to dissatisfaction with the wife role.
Little marital happiness found with the husband may well
lead to using the child as the only available outlet
for her affections and interests. (3) Rnch also pointed
out that overprotecting mothers generally have a history
of childhood deprivation of affection and undue responsibil¬
ity. During their early lives there may have been the
necessity for these mothers to work for self-support or
support of other members of the family. Hence, they
project their feelings of disappointment and frustration
on their children.
(4-) Actually, Ruch has said that these mothers are
generally quite aggressive vromen who are repeating earlier
aggressive tendencies in the overprotection of the child.
’’Overprotectlon may superficially resemble love, but is
actually a form of rejection.”^. Of the seven overprotectlve
mothers studied, six displayed this attitude toward a son
and one toward a daughter.
The ordinal position of the child among his siblings
was studied and it was found that these children were either
an only child, the only child of their sex, or the first
child of their sex.
pp.
^Ployd Ruch, Psychology and Life (New York, 194-3),
4.59-4-hO.
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Examination of Table 3 ?/lll reveal the factors which
were found to be relatively common to the seven overpro-
tectlve mothers. These were derived after examination of
case histories, interviews with some of the mothers, and
study of the material gathered and factors Involved.
TABLE 3
PERSONALITY, ATTITUDINAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
EFFECTING SEVEN OVSRPROTECTIVE MOTHERS
Factors Mothers Effected
Verbal inability to endure separation




Inability to control the child
Inability to verbalize difficult
situations
Conflict with members of family
Abnormal weaning
Abnormalcy of labor







Despite the fact that overprotection implies-
over-concern and affection for the child, an almost consis¬
tent factor noted with these mothers v/as an over-concern
for themselves. This factor varied from the more obvious
verbalizations of self-interest to the subtle Indications
of the same factor
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Case 7
Mrs. G. had not been well in the past year.
She had not recovered from the experience of hav¬
ing a seven and one-half tumor removed and had the
need to do a great deal of talking about it. In-
tervlev/s v;ith the worker which were focused on
history taking and Interpretation of services of¬
fered at the Center were punctuated by Mrs. C.'s
constant reference to herself. This self-interest
was also borne out in her letters to the worker
in which she always referred to boy.” ”My
health is not good and worry over m^ boy makes it
worse.”
Case 8
Mrs. G. also illustrates the general pattern
of the concern of overprotectlve mothers about
themselves in that when the worker visited to
secure Danny's case history, Mrs. G. devoted a
great deal of time to the discussion of her
worry about her own mental health. She spoke
of having spells when she wouldn't know v;hat she
was doing for a few minutes, although her husband
had told her that she behaved normally at these
times. Yet, it would seem that she was more con¬
tent to retain such fears rather than submit to
help that could be afforded by the l|ental Hygiene
Clinic.
Six of the mothers studied could be placed in this category
of being concerned with their health. Interests, or personal
appearance.
Mrs. D. would seem to Illustrate Ruch's point that
marital incompatibility may be responsible for misplaced
feelings of affection.
Case 9
Mrs. D., a sermonizing woman who seemingly
castrated her only child by elaborately embroid¬
ering all of his underwear and handkerchiefs,
was living with her paramour and son in one dirty
room on the second floor of an Inadequate building.
She was reluctant to talk about herself and her
relationship with eleven year old Sammy but spoke
in a projecting way of her husband and Sammy’s
dislike for him. She gave the impression that
she enjoyed and fostered the strange relationship
so that she could receive all of Sammy's affection
and attention.
Another case in point would be Mrs. G. referred to in
Case 8.
Mrs. G. was a passive. Inadequate person who
never supplied a vlpjorous female picture for her
nine year old son and who, following the death of
her husband two years ago, lavished her misplaced
affection on Danny to his disadvantage.
In keeping with Ruch's account of etiological factors
of overprotection, it was found in this study that four
of these mothers had great difficulty in getting along v/ith
members of their families. Mrs. C., previously cited in
Case 7 is Illustrative of this point.
Mrs. C.'s siblings were more financially secure
than she; Mrs. C. thought this was responsible for
the existing tension between them. Although they
lived within traveling distance, they had not
visited nor allowed their respective children to
associate for nine years. Another source of
tension was Mrs. C.'s lack of education. She
left school after the primary grades and began to
work as she saw no need for further education.
Hov/ever, this only served to lengthen the gap
between her and the other members of her family.
Another characteristic of six of the mothers was
dominance over other members of the family or their one
child in residence at the Center.
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Mrs. C. who was most protective of her
fourteen year old son, and who was described
by the worker as "wearing the pants" In the
family, assumed the responsibilities for v/ork-
Ing very early, as has been mentioned. She
prided herself In being able to do more than a
man-sized job on the farm in plowing the fields,
and was further described as being high-strung
with a tremendous ainount of energy.
Still another striking example of such domination is shown
in the case of Mrs. N., her husband, and her fifteen
year old son, Alan,
Case 10
When the v/orker interviewed Alan's parents,
there v/as a noteable lack of rapport between his
father and mother. Both were generally concerned
with their son's problems but were unable to agree
about the treatment or even their own Interest
in the child. Mrs. N. was a tiny, attractive,
nagg:lng woman. She was immediately overprotectlve
of Alan stating her realization that she had given
him too much attention but added that this was to
make up to him for Mr. N.'s apparent lack of con¬
cern. She felt that Mr. N. was too rigid, expected
too much of Alan, and got impatient when Alan
failed to produce up to Mr. N.'s expectations.
It was the feeling of the worker after speaking
with Mr. N. that he was more willing to be more
responsible for Alan but was denied the right to
be because of his wife's over-concern and domination.
As early as the period of pregnancy, the method of
delivery, and the length of labor, the unconscious attitude
of the mother toward the expected child can be discerned.
In studying these seven overprotectlve mothers, the writer
was concerned with these aspects as they seeemed evidenced
in subsequent behavior. Two of the mothers gave birth to
their only child during the period of menopause. This
seems of importance in view of the overprotecting attitude
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displayed later because, as Ruch has pointed out, one im¬
portant cause for overprotection is prolonged frustration
of the desire for a child.
Long periods of sterility, the death of
previous children, spontaneous abortions, and
economic privation leading to delay of child¬
bearing seem to contribute to the development
of overprotectiveness in mothers. 7/hen the v/oman
finally gets a child, she feels a need to keep him
all to herself, not allowing him to become in-
dependent or to have relations with other people.
Three of the children of the overprotectlve mothers
had normal births; in three instances, some abnormality
was present, such as long, hard labor, or the necessity for
Instrxmientatlon. Of these abnormalities, it has been sug¬
gested by proponents of the analytical school of thought,
that long periods of pregnancy and long, hard labor may
be symbolic of wishes to retain the child in the womb as
long as possible. Alan, who was discussed in Case 10,
was born by Caesarian section, and the necessity for this
type of operation is often thought of as an extreme illus¬
tration of the maternal desire to keep the child close to
her.
In studying the developmental histories of these child¬
ren, it was learned that one was breast fed; four were
bottle fed; two v/ere unreported. There was prolongation
of the weaning period in four of the cases with the range
being from twenty-two months to six and one-half years.
^Op. cit.. p, 4.59 •
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It should be pointed out that the acquisition of material
on developmental histories was accomplished in only six of
the cases studied due to one m,other's removing her son
from the Center's custody against medical advice because
of her verbalized Inability to tolerate the separation any
longer. Although, Mrs. H. was the only one who took such
drastic measures in order to Illustrate this feeling, all
seven of the mothers spoke of similar feelings.
In the psychosexual development of the child, certain
stages are reached when demands must be made of the child
for social adapabillty despite the reluctance of the mother
to do so. Memories of such events are likely to be repressed
or so suppressed by the parent as to result In mental
blockings when asked to relate this material to a social
worker. In this study, blockings extended Into lack of
remembrance for a difficult anal period and were dlscern-
able when giving Information about areas of Independence
from her "apron-strings” or In reference to maladjustive
aspects of her child's behavior. Mrs. C. of Case 7 was
unable to give the worker any history of the toilet train¬
ing period, when Bobby began to dress himself, or cut his
first tooth.
Case 11
Mrs. R., an attractive, well-dressed woman
of sixty years, was one of the mothers whose
child was born during menopause. She was des¬
cribed as being an intelligent woman; yet her
over-concern for this one boy (which was probably
responsible for her ability to recall minute details
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of his experiences) v/as also responsible for
her inability to recall when toilet training
was completed or dates of his illnesses.
Homer R.’s mentality necessitated placement in a
class for mentally retarded children but Mrs. R.
was very vague in discussing this. This boy's
erratic behavior led to several experiences with
the court, yet Mrs. R. was unable to admit that
Homer’s behavior exemplified any problem. Through¬
out the interview, almost every question or
statement other than those of understanding and sup¬
port of her feelings had to be repeated at Mrs. R.'s
request. She stated that she was so disgusted at
the horror of separation from her child that she
could not hear or concentrate.
Five of these mothers were unable to control their
children's behavior and seemed generally perplexed that
their domination failed at this point. This does not
mean to Intimate that these children developed strengths
sufficient to render them independent of their mothers;
to the contrary. For instance, A"rs. G., of Case 7 urged
Bobby to go to school but was unable to cope v/ith his re¬
fusal to comply.
Case 12
Stanley H. was an eight year old boy whose
uncontrollable fear reaction when separated from
his mother seemed to indicate that he had not
been psychologically weaned from Mrs. H. He
relied too much on her and was most unliappy
when she was not with him. Mrs. H. catered to
him to such an extent that Stanley was able to
get his own way in everything he did. For his
first three years of school, he often left and
returned to his mother who was v/lthln walking
distance, and who rarely encouraged his return.
After similar indications that he was dis¬
satisfied with the separation while in residence
at the Center, Stanley was able to get Mrs. K.
to take him out without medical approval. This
is the same mother previously referred to who as¬
sumed full responsibility for her son's health.
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Likewise, Danny's mother of Case 8, wD.o displaced her
love for her dead husband on to her only son, was soon
unable to control him or develop any strengths in him.
In concluding the observations In this portion of the
study, it should be pointed out that all of these mothers
showed 3vldences of a history of falling to cooperate with
Institutional authorities. Danny had a very difficult
period of getting adjusted to living at the Center due to
his mother's Indecisions. He could not get settled because
Mrs. G. constantly gave him the lir.pression that she v;ould
soon come to get him.
Case 13
Mrs. S., whose daughter was born during
her menopause, hence serving as a great help
to her In household chores as she became too
old to do them herself, was thrilled at Harriet's
progress. For this reason, she kept her at
home In their restrictive, rural environment
for two weeks follov^lng what was to have been
a week-end visit, and only returned Harriet
reluctantly after being approached by the
authorities.
This need on the part of the mothers to use their
children as ego supports for their own self-protection may
have been due to their feeling that institutions were a
threat to their positions and,as it became necessary for
their children to go to school, court, or to the Governor
Bacon Health Center, their feelings about the separation
were manifested by a lack of cooperation.
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Overt Rejection
The question of defining overt rejection is now raised
and it is found to be a difficult attitude to evaluate. It
is believed that rej'ectlon is more often mashed by an over-
protective attitude or expressed very subtly in behavior,
than openly verbalized. It was found, in these ten mothers,
that even those whose behavior was more openly rej’ectlng,
denied that they disliked the child and rationalized their
motivation; what she did was for "his own good" or because
he was "such a bad child."
Newell made several studies of maternal rej'ection,
somewhat similar in approach to this study in 1934 193^,
and in so doing, listed the follov/lng items as indicative
of overt rej'ection: irritation, nagging, severe punishment,
neglect, threats to have the child "put away", and offensive
name calling. In addition, there is little or no evidence
of fondling or cuddling with emphasis on bottle-feeding
instead of breast-feeding, return to work and giving the
child to relatives or governesses.^
Some of these factors were evidenced in the present
study. Exploitation or overt rej'ection may be contrasted
to the previously discussed attitude of over-protection in
that in the latter, too little is expected of the child,
^Op. cit., P. 337.
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while in the former, too much is expected of him.
In Martin's study of the influence of parental attitudes
upon personality development, he gave a descriptive picture
of the nature of rejection.
The child is unwanted. There is active and
overt parental hostility accompanied by unjust
punishment. Agencies, clubs, and summer camps
are presented as places where the child can be
got rid of. The rejected child is left out and
humiliated when a new baby is born. There may be
strong favoritism or preference for a child of
the other sex. The mother has no hope for the
child and nothing is expected of him. The child
makes no mention of getting help or playful
companionship from his rejecting parent,^
Another such descriptive picture \Yhlch seems to exemplify
more clearly the maternal rejection attitude, is Dr. Cog-
hill's description.
It is frequently encountered when the baby
is not planned for but it is also seen at other
times. It is evidenced by the fact that the
young mother turns away from her newborn babe
and refuses to nurse it, neglects to keep it
clean or to train it adequately in basic habits.
She punishes it severely and refuses to play
with it. She lets her time be taken up by
things outside the home; is indifferent to the
child's illnesses; hates to touch it or caress
it; is not interested in its education; may be¬
come jealous of the child if it is a girl, and
nag it if it is a son.^
Little emphasis was given in this study to the causative
factors in maternal rejection, that is, the reasons why it
may have been necessary for this particular type of woman
^Alexander Martin, "A Study of Parental Attitudes and
Their Influence Upon lersonallty Development," reprinted
from Education (June, 194-3)» P«
2Harvle Coghill, "Emotional Maladjustments from Unplanned
Parenthood," reprinted from Virginia Medical Monthly. LXVIII
(December, 1941)» 682-687.
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to be a rejecting mother. However, since there was some
recognition given to the relationships of some of the mothers
to their own mothers, the background of severely rejecting
behavior as summarized by Wolberg, seems Important to in¬
clude .
Her rejection of the child was merely a
facet of her neurosis. In many cases, the
mother had feared pregnancy and resented the
intrusion of the child into her own private
life; in some instances there was terror of
assuming a feminine role by acknowledging her
obligations as a mother. In others there was
an inability to establish a close relationship
with any person, owing to the mother's condition¬
ing as a child. Such mothers had themselves
been rejected and deprived of love as children.
Occasionally the mother exploited the child as a
prop to lean on, and even cursory contact revealed
her as a person who could not accept adult respon¬
sibilities. Many of these mothers had been so over¬
protected prior to their marriages that they
looked upon an adult role as robbing them of the
privilege of being children themselves. In sev¬
eral cases it was apparent that the mother was
living through in her relation to the child
the very attitudes that her own mother had har¬
bored toward herself. A few mothers singled
a child out for rejection on the basis of an
identification with a parent or a sibling to¬
ward whom there was an unresolved hostility.^
In this study, ten mothers were considered to be overt¬
ly rejective of their children. One of these mothers had
two boys in residence at the Center; hence, eleven children
were overtly rejected. Nine of these were boys; two were
girls. Many of these mothers had histories of early assump¬
tion of responsibility and deprivation which were probably
^L.R.Wolberg, "The Character Structure of the Rejected
Child",Nervous Child. Ill (April, 1944), 74--8B.
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contributory to their attitudes toward their children. As
already mentioned, this was not considered as a factor;
yet the writer would like to point out an example of this
historical influence.
Case 14
Mrs. F. had a thirteen year old son, Charlie,
in residence at the Center. She, herself, was
the fourth of eleven children. She described her
own parents as rigid and controlling people who
beat her when she did not conform. Following
their death, a brother seven years her senior,
assumed a controlling role. Mrs. F. stated she
was beaten until she was eighteen years if she did
not conform to her brother's regulations.
She seemed to project her resentment to this
upbringing on to Charlie. In an interview,
Mrs. F. brought out material around her repressive
authoritative attitude toward Charlie. She in¬
dicated her belief that If she relaxed control,
she could never regain it. She went on to say
that nowadays a parent does not have the same
control and can't punish children as parents
did In years gone by, as the court will Inter¬
vene, She seemed to resent the intervention
in projecting her negative feelings toward her
parents on to this generation. Mrs. F. also
produced related material around the harsh
treatment she had as a child and the fear she
felt of punishment, but had to endure this
because if she ran away, her punishment would be
double when she returned.
Another case in point would be Mrs. L. - Case 15. Mrs. L.
was the eldest child of a mother who was an Immature, inade-
q^uate, unreliable, unstable sort of person herself. Mrs. L,
suffered from enuresis as a child and this defect persisted
through most of her adult life. The following Table presents
other factors found among the ten overtly rejecting mothers
and the frequency with which eaeh factor occurred.
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TABLE IM¬
PERSONALITY, ATTIT'JDINAL, AND ENVIR0i\N..SNT4L FACTORS
EFFECTING TEN OVERTLY REJECT IVE I,OTHERS
Factors i/iothers Effected
Limited understanding of the
meaning of motherhood 10
Lack of insight into her part
in the child's problem 10
Lack of knowledge of child's
early developmental history 10
Agency assistance 9
Physical abuse, denial, punltion 9
Bottle-fed the child 9
Early placement of child outside of home
with inadequate relatives or friends 9
Provision of poor economic and
cultural environment 8
Severe physical neglect of the child 8
Consistently absent from the home 8
Low moral standards - shiftlessness,
alchohollsm, sexual promiscuity 8
Rationalization of behavior and projection
on to the child 7
Rejected only the child Included in study 7
Verbal expression of dislike and
disinterest 7
Dress out of proportion to economic
background 7
Did not consider this child a member of
the family 7
Related child to unliked father o
Compared rejected child with unrejected
siblings 6
Consistent rejection of all her children 3
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tVrs. P., cited In Case 14-, was one of the mothers who
exhibited a limited understanding of the meaning of mother¬
hood. She indicated her conflicts with Charlie because he
did not obey her unquestioningly. She was not flexible in
her handling of him stating that she believed that since
she was supporting him, he should do what she ordered.
Although this factor varied from the attitude illustrated
above to lack of Interest and inadequate care for the child,
it was considered by the writer that all of the ten mothers
had no knowledge of the accompanying responsibilities of.
motherhood.
Another factor, closely allied to the foregoing one,
and which was also consistent v^ith all of the mothers
studied, was that of no insight into her part in the child’s
problem. One of the mothers admitted that she had never
been able to accept the relationship and denied that she
could relate to her son at all, adding that she had reached
her limit. Another mother, who was rigid and demanding,
almost perfectlonistlc (as characterized by Kanner) in her
attitude toward her son, had never shown any affection or
real understanding of her role in his problem.
Case 16
Irvin’s mother wished to work to sup¬
plement the family Income and v/as desirous only
of getting Irvin off her hands. Even though this
would deprive him of all vacation time, Mrs. K.
saw nothing wrong in this arrangement and although
her outright rejection of Irvin seemed to be oovl-
ous to all others who knew the situation, Mrs. K.
seemed to have no cognizance of her part in the
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boy's difficulty or to have any Insight into
the dynmnics of his behavior.
Consideration was given as to what might have been the
role of the mothers of which they were so consistently un¬
aware and it was discovered that one influential factor was
that eight of the mothers seemed to be constantly out of the
home. The reasons they were absent from the home so much
varied. One mother's avocation of shoplifting necessitated
her absence; Mrs. O.'s employment as a practical nurse
meant that she was home for only a few hours during the
day. It should be pointed out that the two mothers studied
who were characterized by presence in the home had incapac¬
itating Illnesses; one - elephantiasis, and the other - a
congenital club foot.
The writer also Included severe physical neglect
among the rejectlve aspects of the mothersf attitude and
discovered that eight of the ten studied subjected their
children to a depriving environment, economically and cul¬
turally. Mrs. h. of Case 1^ subjected her daughter Barbara
to such conditions that when the agency finally Intervened
for protective services, it was said that never in the agen¬
cy's history had been seen such a dependent and neglected
child. Little Barbara arrived at her first foster home
showing signs of severe neglect, malnourishment, impetigo,
and pediculosis.
Nine of the mothers, including Mrs. L., found it
necessary to be dependent upon agency help. Some sougjit
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placement agencies; others received ADC grants; still others
took their children to court to be "put away."
It seemed significant that so many of the mothers were
unable to see what their behavior might have meant to their
children, and even nore significant that seven of them
rationalized their behavior and projected the difficulty
solely on to the child.
Case 17
Wharton had been In residence at the
Center for six months. When permission fpr
a week-end pass was refused because of the
feeling that Vi/harton was more upset when he
did go home, Mrs. 0. called to cancel the
request as she would not be able to come for
him anyway. The worker shared her feeling
with Mrs. 0. that a visit would merely serve
to frustrate Wharton. The worker said V/harton
feels Mrs. 0. expects too much of him and Is
disappointed when he does not live up to her
expectations. "She Is always In a hurry and a
rush and can never find time to talk to me."
Mrs. 0. said, "That’s his side of the story,"
She said It may be her fault but she has spent
hours trying to get his confidence to no avail.
"He just won't open up."
Of the ten mothers studied, eight v/ere considered as
having low moral standards and could be described as shift¬
less, alchohollc, sexually promiscuous, reckless. Impulsive,
loud, boisterous, untruthful. Several of these so arranged
their lives that the child slept In the same room during
sexual Intercourse with her paramour - one even threatening
her child with the appearance of snakes If he got out of
the bed to go to the bathroom. One of the two mothers
whose moral standards were not considered as below what
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society demands was Mrs. 0. who was always out of the home
working as a practical nurse, and Mrs. V. was the other and
she was diagnosed as obsessive-compulsive and found to be a
highly moralistic, critical, sensitive, unfeeling, anxiety
ridden, sexually indifferent woman.
It seemed of Importance to the writer that despite
the fact that these mothers, in general, subjected their
children to economical deprivation, seven of them were
attractively dressed and neat in appearance whenever seen.
This attractive dress was disproportionate with the stand¬
ard of living and suggests self-concern at the expense of
the child.
The more overt expression of hostility and rejection
will now be considered. Seven of the mothers gave verbal
expression to their dislike for the child and often told
the child he was unwanted. A striking example of this can
be seen in the following case.
Case 18
Mrs. A., who denied that she could re¬
late to her son Oscar at all, declared she
had reached her limit. her conversation was
Irrelevant, with slightly hysterical features
as she told him of the necessity to board him
because she could not live with him.
Mrs. P., referred to in Case li]., approached the court
several tl.nes seeking court commitment for Charlie because
she found him incorrigible. In keeping v;lth the attitude
expressed by Mrs. F. in trying to get rid of Charlie, it
was observed that nine of these women placed the child out
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or the home, either with Inadequate acquaintances or rela¬
tives, or displayed an over-willingness for institutionaliza¬
tion.
It v/as further observed that seven of these women
rejected only the child used in this study, while the other
three consistently rejected all of their children. Six
of these same seven mothers constantly compared the rejected
child with his siblings, magnifying the latter's capabili¬
ties and seeking emulation on the part of the rejected
-child. The seventh mother had only one child; hence, this
was impossible. These same seven mothers, further, did
not consider the rejected child as a member of the family,
made verbal expression of this to the worker, and often
told the child this also.
Case 19
Nathan was a six year old boy who immed¬
iately at birth, was placed by Mrs. V, in an
institution for mental defectives because of a
congenital physical handicap. Mrs. V. ration¬
alized her behavior with, "He does not seem a
member of the family." She frankly admitted
she did not want Nathan at home; no one wanted him
because it was felt that mental deficiency ac¬
companied his condition of agenesis of the lower
half of the body., Mrs. V. and the rest of the
family resented Nathan's presence. Placement
at the Center v/as recommended for him because
of his inability to adjust in his home, al¬
though it seemed to the worker that it was
more a question of his home being uinable to
adjust to Nathan.
In rejecting these chlliren, six mothers related the
child to some person whom they disliked intensely, pro¬
jected these feelings to the child; hence, rejecting him.
Case 20 is illustrative of this point
Case 20
Mrs. P. was a thirty-seven year old
woman who had been living in a comiTion-lav;
relationship with a sixty-year old man for the
past two jj-ears. Warren's putative father was
an achohollc who was physically abusive of
Mrs. ■t'. during their marriage. Significant¬
ly, Mrs. P. preferred girls to boys, identi¬
fied V/arren with his father, thus projecting
much of her rejective feelings upon him, and
Warren was caught between an older conforming
brother and a younger sister both of v/hom
Mrs. P, favored over the patient.
Finally, the writer considered the developmental his¬
tories of the children and discovered significantly that
all of the mothers recalled they had full term pregnancies
but also, all ten of them knew nothing of the subsequent
history, such as age of walking, talking, dentition details,
and toilet training. This was due to early placement of
the child or repression of such knowledge because of lack
of Interest. Mrs. P. is cited here again as an example.
This was a normal pregnancy. Warren
weighed four pounds at birth. Po instruments
were used. The P. family lived in an Isolated
part of the country. Mrs. P. had no time to
get a doctor or a mid-wife although it did not
sound from what she said that it was a precipi¬
tant birth. Mrs. P. cut the cord herself. She
was able to give only a little' of the psycho-
sexual Pilstory; nothing of significance could be
learned from her about ’Warren's early development.
Apparently, he had just grown without much at¬
tention being paid to him.
Along with Warren's light birth weight, there v/ere
tv;o others weighing three or four pounds at birth. Con¬
versely, two of these women gave birth to exceptionally
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heavy children. One of these babies weighed fourteen
pounds and eight ounces at birth resulting in his picture
being in the local papers. He gained weight rapidly due
to a glandular disturbance which was corrected by minor
surgery. Significantly, the mother stated that she had no
knowledge of the nature or purpose of the operation. Two
of the children's birth weights were unlmown because of
their early placement in foster homes and the remaining
four v;ere of normal v/elght.
It is often suggested that Infants are in need of
coaifortlng, cuddling, v;armth, and the opportunity to
suckle the mother's breast. Infants derive much needed
emotional security from the oral activity of sucking and
close contact with the mother. Dr. David Levy was quoted
by Dr. James S. Plant as stating, "that satisfactory breast
feeding experiences do more than v/hole dictionaries of
later words in the establishment of security in the family
group" - what Dr. Plant calls "belongingness.
From this, it might be assumed that those mothers
who do not breast feed their children, subsequently deprive
them of some of the warmth, cuddling, and fondling so necess¬
ary to a feeling of acceptance and love. Nine of the child¬
ren v/ere bottle fed. It would seem that equally Important
^David Levy quoted by James Plant in Personality and the
Cultural Pattern Hew York: The Comiaonwealth P^und, 1937> n.p.
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of consideration v/ould be the mother's attitude v/hlch may
determine whether or not she- nursed her child.
The mother's desire to nurse the baby,
to be close to it bodily, represents the con¬
tinuation of the original symbiosis, and this
produces pleasurable tactile sensations, not
only in the Infant, but also in the mother.
Fnile the infant incorporates the breast, the
mother feels united with her baoy. The identi¬
fication with the baby permits the mother to
'regress' - l.e,, to repeat and satisfy her own
passive-receptive needs. Through the process of
identification between mother and child, lactation
permits a slow, step-by-step intergratlon of
normal motherliness. If this process of the
mother's development is suppressed, the enforced
changes in the hormonal finetion may disturb
the psychosomatic balance which is the source
of motherllness.'^
Many of these mothers gave as their reason for not
nursing their babies a milk deficiency. Dr. Benedek pointed
out the following concerning quantities of milk available
for feeding.
Folk knowledge had alv/ays assumed that the
mother's emotional state Influenced her capacity
to nurse the baby; if she were happy, her milk
was 'good' and the baby thrived on it; if she
were unhappy, depressed, or excited, the quality
and quantity of her milk changed and caused
colic and other suffering in the baby. It is the
task of further study of the external symbiosis
between mother and child to provide a scientific
explanation for these challenging observations.2
The final factor to be considered is that of intense
physical abuse to the child and it was interesting that
all nine of the mothers so categorized openly spoke of the
^Therese Benedek, "The Functions of the Sexual Apparatus
and Their Disturbances," Psychosomatic Medicine by Franz
Alexander (New York, 19^0), p. 237.
^Ibid., p. 238.
severe beatings which were given to the children. Striking
the cliild wa.s the corrunon form of punlslunent resulting in
some of the cases with scars and bruises. J^ecause of
■"'Nathan’s physical condition. It was Impossible for Mrs. V.
to administer the severe whippings she desired to give
and verbalized frustration about this. terhaps a picture
of Nathan's disability should be given here for clarity.
The physical diagnosis of Case 19 was
agenesis of the lower half of the body, second¬
ary to spina bifida. The muscles of Nathan's
legs appear to be entirely absent. The legs are
held in a typical tailor's position, i.e., both
legs are kept tightly flexed at the hip with
the feet crossed. The lower legs are extremely
small, as is the femur, there being little more
than skin and bone covering them. There is a
large web bilaterally across the posterior as¬
pect of the knee joint. The feet are well formed
in miniature. There is no active motion of the
legs.
This brief description will serve to emphasize some of
the abhorrence of this mother to Nathan's presence, v/111
illustrate her willingness for institutionalization, and
will explain Nathan's repulsiveness to Mrs. V. viho was
diagnosed as obsessive-compulsive according to her psycholo¬
gical examination.
The three attitudes discussed in this chapter were
manifested in the children's behavior and will be discussed
in tie chapter to follow.
CHAPTER III
CLINICAL EVIDENCES 0? MATERNAL REJECTION
The clinical Interpretation of the children's behavior
was as follov;s: seventeen were diagnosed as Primary Behavior
Disorder either with conduct or personality disturbances,
four as Primary Behavior Disorder associated with somatic
defect, three as schizophrenic, and one as epileptic.
Since the majority of the children at the Center and
included in this study were diagnosed as Primary Behavior
Disorder, some explanation of this would seem advisable.
From the seeming lack of available definitions of the term,
it seems that a definition of Primary Behavior Disorder
in children has not been formulated with a substantial
degree of adequacy. Kanner intimated this when he said:
The manifoldness and complexity of behavior
disorders have made systematic grouping extreme¬
ly difficult. . . This is especially true of child¬
ren because personality is still in statu nascendi
and cataloging, therefore, can at best be anticipa¬
tory rather than conclusive.^
In one of his studies, Gottlieb stated that the person
above sixteen years considered as the psychopathic person¬
ality, under fifteen years of age, would be diagnosed as
^Leo Kanner, "Behavior Disorders in Childhood,"
■‘Personality and the Behavior Disorders by J. McV. Hunt
(New York, 1944)» P* 203*
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Primary Behavior Jisorder. Thus, the psychopathic person¬
ality becomes an extension of Primary Behavior Disorder in
children.^
The definition of Primary Behavior Disorder employed
has been described in an electroencephalographic study of
such children. The authors stated;
... we are unable to differentiate . . .
groups on either a descriptive or an etlologic
basis. Primary Behavior Disorders cannot be
thought of as constituting a specific entity
but are to be regarded as a heterogenous col¬
lection of disorders formed as a result of the
exclusion of other, better described, groups.^
More generally speaking, these children could all be
thought of as withdrawn or "acting out" children.
According to observations of the behavior
of children, rejection by adults (or its semblance)
is probably the most important single factor
in the production of the withdrawal and rebellious
reactions In childhood.^
It should be reiterated that In this study, neither
of these reactions is attributed solely to the attitude of
the mother. Although the position of the mother in the
child’s life is important, it must be acknowledged that
there are a multitude of other influences in a person’s
life which may be even more etiological in influencing
their later behavior.
^Prom the Sixth Paper in a series of Studies in the
Psychopathic Personality under the general direction of
Jacques S. Gottlieb, Journal of Clinical Psychology, VI n.Ii-
(October, 1950), 309*
2
Gottlieb, Knott, and Ashby, "Blectroencepkalographlc
Evaluation of Primary Behavior Disorders in Children,"
Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry, n. 53j 1945» PP» 13(^-143»
3hawson Lowrey, o£. clt., p. 1^2.
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Ambivalence
In scrutinizing the cases in this study and categoriz¬
ing the attitudes of the mothers, simultaneously it was
discovered that similar trends permeated the children's
behavior.
. . . the best of parents can unconscious¬
ly acquire negative feelings towards their
children. As long as such feelings remain
conscious, it is possible to meet them squarely
and discuss the problems which they produce.
It is only when these feelings are repressed
in the unconscious that they cause disorders
by creating an ambivalence of feelings.
An unconsciously ambivalent attitude on the
part of the parents is mostly disastrous to
the child. . . There is a very distinct rela¬
tionship between the lies, thefts, eneuresis,
briefly, the external symptoms from which the
child suffers, and his feelings in regard to
his family and his environment.1
This was discerned in studying reports from therapists,
cottage mothers (about relationships with her and the other
childrenj, psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers.
Specifics are herewith presented in the form of a case to
serve as a typical example of these seven children's reactions
to ambivalent mothers with general common factors following.
oase 2
Hank J., 12 years, first of nine children,
Primary Behavior Disorder, (suspicious, with¬
drawn, latent hostility)
Hank was a striking example of how directly
proportional his mother's Inadequacy reflected in
his behavior.
^Gordon Hamilton, Psychotherapy in Child Guidance
(New York, 1948), p. 27^7
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1, -Psychiatric findings.-- Through his
very Inadequate verbal expressions, one gath¬
ered how much suffering he had experienced by
his mother's rejection, rie had an apparent, in¬
dolent, unspontaneous quality that may be resul¬
tant of previous restrictions. He employed the
neurotic defense techniques of rationalization
and proj'ectlon in describing relations with his
mother.
2. Therapy notes.— Hank verbalized ambiv¬
alence about foster home placement, seeming to
hold out for return home as long as there was
a flicker of hope. He spoke freely of his anger
and dislike for his father, but remained sympathe¬
tic toward his mother. In speaking of being the
oldest child in his fa^nlly. Hank said that the
ordinal position was not always pleasant in that
he received blame and punishment that should
have been directed against his siblings. "My
parents don't like me like they do the others,
that's all. I received beatings and undeserved
restrictions because of something the others
did." After a pause, he spoke of his desire to
play the drums and tap. This follow-up to the
discussion of his family seemed to show he was
able, through rhythmical pounding, to release
some of the pent up hostility which he verbalized
under a facade of calmness and relative conformity.
In his relationship with the girl of whom he was
fond. Hank assumed a passive role and was not
aggressively in pursuit. Hank accepted frustra¬
tion of his plans with "Well, there's no use get¬
ting excited about it." After being in residence
for eight months. Hank revealed that he had
written to his mother only once because he "only
heard from her once." Hank gave the impression
of a boy trying desperately to prove his ability
to accept manhood and all of its accompanying
responsibilities by requesting additional work
to do.3.Cottage adj'ustment.— He didn't like
cursing or fighting and refused to participate.
On one occasion, he had extreme feelings of guilt
over telling the cottage mother he intended to
"raise hell." He didn't do it but felt guilty
for even saying the word. This was incongruous
with the home situation in which cursing was pre¬
valent. Hank usually played alone. He assumed
additional chores in order to use his time con¬
structively.
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4. Psyciiological findings.-- The poor emo¬
tional relationships in the fainily gave him the
basic attitude that all people are hostile. He
was constantly on guard. He did a great deal of
striving for strength and masculine adequacy.
>. Apparent identity with mother.-- Hank's
relationship v;lth his girlfriend was reminiscent
of the role the mother also played. He seemed to
identify with her masochism in that the girl he
chose v/as so sought after that it v\fould have been
necessary for him to exert much more energy in
pursuit in order to be successful. There were
many reported feminine traits of meticulosity
and constant requests for clothes. His neatness
and cleanliness v/ere inconsistent with his back¬
ground. Other feminine traits were evidenced in
the way he walked and his constant clinging to one
boy. When the boys teased him, he laughingly
admitted the relationship. One further evidence
of identification with his mother came follow¬
ing a Christmas visit when he deliberately gave
the therapist the impression that all had not
gone Y/ell for him during the visit. Hank told
of his father's mistreatment of Mrs. J. in front
of all of the children. When the worker clari¬
fied the misinterpretation she received when he
originally told the story and that she felt
he v/as the one who received the physical abuse.
Hank shrugged, "YiTell, those things did happen to
me in a v/ay, because they effected my week-end."
Several factors in the case cited above are of signifi¬
cance. hank's ambivalence about foster home placement and
desire to wait for his mother's Inclination to reclaim him,
may be due to the mother's inconsistencies in her attitude
toward him. He still does not know whether or not she loves
him in that she openly rejected him by neither writing nor
visiting, yet gives some evidences of love. He fluctuated
his attitude toward home in reciprocation to the parental
ambivalent attitude. One of the factors v/hlch has not been
discussed previously is that of ordinal position. Of this.
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English and learson said:
Tha reactions that occur between a child
and his siblings indicate the important effect on
the child's personality development of the ordinal
position in the family. An eldest child tends
to feel cheated and deprived of the place by
the younger. He feels the need to strive constant¬
ly to maintain his position, and if the younger
sh:)uld be brighter or more competent in any
way, the older may find the struggle too hard and
give up. Many parents foster this glvlng-up
attitude by making the older always give in to the
younger, so that the pattern of giving in becomes
an habitual mode of reaction. Oldest children
suffer under a slight handicap all their lives.
If the older is a boy and the younger a girl,
the former's difficulties are increased because
the latter matures faster.^
TABLE 5
FACTORS IN THE BEHAVIOR OF SEVEN CHILDREN
OF AMBIVALENT MOTHERS
Factors Children Effected
Ambivalent transference of affection 7
Smothering of emotions 7
Occupation with material things 6
Exclusion of distressing things 6
Overt or Internal running away 6
Repression of hostility 6
Repetition of behavior common to mother
with mother substitute 6
Seclusive play 6
Evidence of obtimded learning 5
Identification with xiiother 5
Envisioning of therapeutic relationship
as competitive 5
Overt expression of hostility to mother 4.
Articulation of difficulty 4
^O.S.English and G.H.Bearson, Common Neuroses of Child
ren and Adults (New York, 1947)» p. 43•
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Factors found in the behavior of the seven ambiva¬
lently rejected boys are shovm in Table 5* It shows also
the incidence of these factors for the seven cases.
Overprotection
Both Levy and Kuch, as well as other authorities, dif¬
ferentiate between dominating overprotection and Indulgent
over-protection, with not only differences existing in the
type of overprotecting attitude but with significant dif¬
ferences in the resultant behavior. Levy discovered that
the behavior of the Indulgent overprotected children was
characterized by impudence, excessive demands, disobedience
and tantrums, and considered this behavior as being direct¬
ly related to maternal overindulgence.^ This observation
was significantly similar to the findings in this study.
Of the overprotectlve mothers who were dominant, it was
found that the results coincided with Ruch's stated expecta
tlons. He considered them generally submissive, obedient,
and anxiety-ridden. He seemed to feel that the incidence
of the latter category was greater; however, this was not
found to be true of the seven children studied here.^
Lowrey, in speaking of the causation of all types of
stealing, placed Importance upon unsatisfying home relation
ships, particularly in the early Impressive years.
^Davld M. Levy, 0£. clt., p. I96.
2
Floyd L. Ruch, o£. cit.. p. 459*
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These (home relationships) will range the
gamut of Inadequate home standards of social behav¬
ior, . . . overprotection, rejection, sibling
rivalry, etc. Overprotection is of particular
interest in this connection, since one practical
result is that the child is always (or nearly so)
protected from the consequences of his acts.
‘/iThere such antisocial behavior as stealing is con¬
cerned it leads to increasing activity in a widening
sphere. Since no superego is developed (due to
the fact that the overprotecting parent assumes
that role and accepts the punislunent), no or
little guilt feeling and no inhibiting mechanisms
are developed. The result is the continuation of
infantile, hedonistic attitudes, and the necessity
for immediate gratification of impulses and desires.1
Case 8 is the case previously cited in which the
mother lavished her misplaced affections for her deceased
husband on to Danny to his disadvantage. Case 8 gives
evidence of faulty super-ego development as well as pointing
out how the results of the overprotective attitude of Mrs. G.
could be observed in her son who was a patient at the Gov¬
ernor Bacon Health Center.
Case 8
Danny G., 9 years old, only boy of
five siblings. Primary Behavior Dis¬
order with Neurotic Trends.
Danny was referred to the Center by his
mother because of her acknowledged inability
to control his impulsive and aggressive behavior
at home. His prognosis was dependent upon a
revision of his mother's attitude toward him.
1. Adjustment.— Danny was found to be an
arrogant young boy with decided ideas of self-
importance but with underlying features of
^Lawson Lowrey, op. cit., pp. 300-307•
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fearfulness and Insecurity. He v/as considered
restless, wild, and uncontrollable. His behavior
was characterized by sudden, aggressive lunges
at others. He was overtalkatlve and given to
unnecessary pseudo-facetious remarks. Grimacing
and cryptic nolse-maklng were also present.
Both hrs. G. and the cottage mother said that
Danny responded to no form of punishment applied.
His Interests were In games that he could play
alone as he did not get along well with his
sisters, playmates, or school companions.
2. Bsychlatrlc findings.— The night
seemed to be the worse time for Danny In that
It was then that he vj&s haunted by nightmares
and Dlt his nails. He told of his fear without
any show of emotion except a silly grin on his
face. He was Inconsistent In revealing his
feelings In that he was a master of evasion.
He could be mute, seemingly deaf, sloughful.
Indolent, negatlvlstlc, changeable, and unpre¬
dictable .
3. Bsychologlcal findings.-- Danny had a
high average native Intellectual endowment but was
functioning- so far belovir his capacity that his
mother feared he was mentally deficient. In the
drawings which he did for the psychologist, he
revealed several things concerning his Idea of
the role of the v/oman In his life as well as
some feminine Identification. In his drawing;s,
he drew a vroman first. As he was drawing a man,
he said to himself, "Start to draw a man; It al¬
ways turns out to be a woman." Y/hlle drawing the
man, he also said, "I'll draw this In a hurry."
He seemed to give more power and authority to
the female figure. There was some suggestion of
sexual dlsturoance. Further feminine Identification
was evident In his talk and his walking Viflth min¬
cing steps Instead of a normal balanced stride.
ip. Tnerapy notes.— In play sessions,
Danny evidenced symbolic hostility. One several
occasions, he killed a little girl and her
parents in a picture which was symbolic of his
family. The same pattern of play with guns was
noted through recorded play sessions with the
psychologist. He revealed that he had learned
a great many precepts from his mother by saying,
"You -mustn't throw a ball at someone's glasses''
and "I read a book about Jesus to keep me decent
and clean."
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5. Abnormal attachment to mother.-- Danny
was most anxious about home and his mother, I.Irs. d.
He would ,tjet up early and pack his bag before
breakfast of the morning he was to leave the Center
for a visit. Danny was very worried about his
mother's health and often wondered i" she would get
into an accident on the way home Cr-om the Center.
This was believed to have been an unconscious
death, wish for his mother.
The type of behavior manifested by these seven overpro¬
tected children was dependent upon whether the overprotection
was excessive Indulgence or excessive domination. The
mothers of two of the children Included in this portion
of the study could oe considered as dominating mothers;
hence, the reactions of the children varied somewhat from
the others. This was evidenced In their consistently
quiet and sweet attitude In order to secure their own ends,
no overt expression of resentment at being separated from
their mothers, and refraining from attacking more defense¬
less children. With the exception of these three factors,
their reactive behavior did not differ too significantly
from the other children studied.’
Since feminine Identification and abnormal .attachment
to the mother are consistent factors, as seen in Table 6,
karl Abraham's paper should be scrutinized for the etiologi¬
cal factors of latent homosexuality.
He (Freud) expresses the view (though he
does not support it with any clinical material)
that we should be able to trace certain cases
of homosexuality to the fact that the subject
has introjected the parent of the opposite sex.
Thus a young man will feel an inclination towards
male persons because he has assimilated his mother
by means of a psychological process of incorporation
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and consequently reacts to male objects in
the way that she would do. Up till now, we have
been chiefly acquainted v/ith another aetiology
of homosexuality. The analysis of such cases
has shown that as a rule, the person has had
a disappointment In his love for Ills mother and
has left her and gone over to his father, towards
whom he henceforward adopts the attitude usually
taken oy the daughter. Identifying himself like
her with his mother.1
TABLE 6





Exhibited abnorraal attachment to mother 7
Psychologically unweaned 7
Avoided responsibilities 7
Retreated from reality 7
Flayed alone 7
Was socially and emotionally Inhibited 7
Smothered underlying fear 7
Had no Interest In opposite sex 6
Drew women as more powerful 6
Seemed Impenetrable In therapy 6
Excluded people from conversations 6
Displayed uncontrollable behavior 5
Evidenced neurotic traits 5
Had unconscious death wishes for mother 5
Was ambivalent in behavior 5
Attacked more defenseless children 5
Overtly expressed homesickness q.
Reacted to cottage counselor as the
mother substitute 3
-;i-One case Is the girl studied; the others are boys.
^Karl Abraham, "Development of the Libido," Selected
Papers on Psycho-Analysis (London, 1949)> P* 438.
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Overt Rejection
■^^anner spoke of overt hostility and neglect (comparable
to this writer’s overt rejection category) as resulting in
physical and emotional pathology, which being elaborated
upon would Include severe nutritional deficiencies, generally
lowered vitality, and severe personality disorders. Levy's
term ’’affect hunger" Indicated an einotlonal hunger for mater¬
nal love and those feelings of protection and care Implied
In the mother-child relationship. . . (and) a state of pri¬
vation due primarily to a lack of paternal affection, with
a resulting need, as of food in a state of starvation.1
Similarly, with the eleven children who were overtly rejected,
coimnon factors were found to be prevalent through a scrutiny
of adjustment at home to the mother and siblings, cottage
adjustment with female counselors and children, therapy
notes, psychological findings, and psychiatric notations.
Although each of the eleven cases studied contained
rich Indications of maternal rejection. Case l6 was selected
for citation here as It embodies most of the items found
common to the remaining group. This was the case of the
thirteen year old boy whose home was physically and psychologi¬
cally Inadequate. He had never been accepted by I.Irs. K., his
mother, had always lived on the periphery of her interest and
Child Isychlatry, op. clt., p. 126.1 9
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affection, and suffered gross physical abuse and neglect at
the hands of his drunken step-father and negligent, ignorant
mother.
Case l6
Irvin K., I3 years old, first of four
issues. Primary oehavior Disorder with
Neurotic Trends,
To this feeling of rejection, Irvin responded
with direct physical violence so that he became
socially incapacitated at home and had to be removed
from his school and community; hence, referral
to C-overnor Bacon Health Center.
1. Adjustment.— Within the Institution,
Irvin's mechanisms of overt aggression and hostility
continued. Latent hostility became evident. He
was seemingly a sharp. Intelligent boy who resented
the move of his mother against him very much. He
had never been away from home before, was frankly
homesick, ani wanted nothing but to return. He
was not completely successful at the Center in
divesting himself of the precarious and ineffectual
mode of adjustment that he engineered at home.
There, at home, he met frustration and threats to his
security by vigor and direct physical attack. Not
being able to localize or isolate consciously, per¬
haps, the specific source of his irritation - in
this case, his mother's rejection -, he struck out
indiscriminately and blindly at what he took to
be a hostile environment. Evidently he felt over-
vrhelmed, threatened, was punished, and reacted in
kind with aggression, obstruction, conflict, and
temper tantrums. At the Center, the conflicts in
Irvin's mind still went on and direct aggression
against his colleagues persisted as his preferred
and immediate adjustlve technique. He was aloof,
strange, and lonesome. Although a part of his
physical community, his heart was not in it, and
his real concern was elsewhere. His houseparents
found him disagreeable and difficult to get along
with. He was reported as irritable, quarrelsome,
ineffective, and troublesome. His adjustment at
the Center may be described as a miserable existence.
2. Prognosis.— Due to the history of Irvin's
constantly causing trouble, giving vent to temper
tantrums, stealing from grocery stores, fighting.
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bullying, and masturbating so frequently that
Mrs. K. had to separate him from his younger bro¬
ther, the prognosis was dependent upon the
ability to establish a satisfactory, effective
relationship with an adequate female figure.
3. ^'sychiatrlc notes.— Irvin gave many
evidences of underlying anxiety, sense of Inferior¬
ity, and lack of self-confidence. Powerful emo¬
tional factors detracted from his satisfactory
intellectual operation. He was grossly dis-
tractlble In school and retarded In all areas.
He felt he had been exploited by overwhelming
and hostile forces and his own attitude toward
his immediate surroundings at the Center was an
exploratory one. He gave evidence of wanting to be
a leader but lacked Initiative and failed to carry
through when he got the chance. He would not
divulge his feelings or anything concerning him.
It seemed evident from his scrupulent avoidance
of the subject, that his mother and his disturbed
relationship with her was the root of his difficul¬
ty. He was a master of evasion, and It was not
possible to dislodge his resistance and get him
to disclose his feelings. He was watchful and
alert. He continually rejected people and had a
real need to punish.
I|-. Psychological findings.-- Irvin felt
exploited and seemed to be somev/hat on guard against
others. He depicted the female figure as hostile
and menacing. He openly flouted It. He found the
people he drew qalte ridiculous which may reflect
his own basic attitude toward people In f'eneral
and his underlying feelings of Inadequacy. Hostil¬
ity was greatest against female and authoritarian
figures. There was some indication that Irvin
could not adequately perceive or relate to women.
Although there was some mixture of the same coercive
feeling Incorporated In his reactions to his mother,
strong affective ties to her conflicted with the
feeling that she had not been adequate In giving
him his needed affection and solace. Thus, he
carried over his reactions to Ms mother to all
spheres of Interpersonal relationships with women
and confused his mixed conception of her with that
of himself.
5. Therapy notes,-- Irvin expressed his hos¬
tile feelings toward his brother and mother, ne
felt rejected by his mother and seemed to have a
reality basis for these feelings. He said that
even though he wanted to come to the Center,
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his mother should not have taken the initiative
in brinfXln(3 him. ’’It was just as though she
were throwing ms out of the family." He spoke
of causing' his mother so much trouble because he
always felt Mrs. K. treated his half-brother
better than she did him. He evidenced paranoid
trends of blaming everybody for his difficulty
excepting himself. Everything was done him;
nothing was done for him. He wrote pitiable
letters to his mother begging her to love him
and want him so that he could return to her.
TABLE 7
FACTORS IH the BEHAVIOR OF ELEVEN CHILDREN
OF OVERTLY REJECTIVE MOTHERS
Factors Children Effected
Evidenced conduct disturbances of
stealing, destructiveness, truancy.
or prevarication 11
Exhibited sly, covert aggressiveness 10
Was emotionally withdrawn but talkative 10
Evidenced paranoid trends 10
Had hostile attitude toward society 10
Blindly infuriated when frustrated 10
Indifferent to punition 10
Aimlessly wandered 9
Could verbalize mother's lack of love 8
Incited others to maladjustlve behavior 8
Desired to dominate play activities 8
Evidenced negative feelings for mother 7
Depicted all women as hostile 7
Was authoritarian o
Had a propensity for running away 5
Developed hypochondriacal complaints 5
Was pathologically dependent 5
Continued to seek mother's affection L
Table 7 shows the frequency of the occurrence of factors




The manifestations of maternal rejection referred to in
the last chapter could not legitimately be considered
symptomatic without comparing both tho attitude of the mother
and its symptomatic manifestations in the child's behavior.
Reexamination of the factors common to each type of reject¬
ing parent and child divulged that possibly due to the
limited number of cases studied, few general patterns of
behavior could be attributed to generally common attitudes.
Etiological considerations in the negative correlation of
findings also included the facts:
1. that many other forces are in operation in a
child's life which color his behavior so that in fairness
to these, the general manifestations could not be attributed
solely to the broad classifications of the mother's attitudes.
2. that selection of common factors for the mothers'
attitudes so generalized each category that the dynamics
of the rejective attitude were lost in deciphering an
attitude which could be considered common to all. However,
as exemplified in the case illustrations, some attitude
unique to a certain mother was evidenced in the child's
responsive behavior.
Many examples could be noted of individual reaction to
and manifestations of a specific attitude but this varied
from case to case. It was mentioned in the section of this
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study on Overt Rejection that one of the cases used Involved
a mother with two sons In residence at the Center. By way
of comparison, the writer examined the attitude of Mrs. Q.
toward her two sons and this case seemed to be exemplary
of elements of all three attitudes In that Mrs. Q. overtly
rejected Calvin and was ambivalent toward Donald with some
evidences of overprotection entering. Likewise, each son
had his Individual way of reacting to Mrs. Q. and of dis¬
playing In play, therapy, adjustment, and psychological ex¬
aminations what the mother's attitude had been.
Case 21
Mrs. 0,., In giving historical Information
concerning her two sons, seemed unwilling and
unreliable. She was rejecting and punitive toward
Calvin, the oldest boy and seemed capable of gain¬
ing only a slight degree of Insight Into his prob¬
lems. Her marriage to Mr. Q. lasted four years
after Calvin's birth during v/hlch they made a poor
adjustment. Mr. Q., a gambler and an alchohollc,
finally deserted.
Mrs. Q. was equally limited In her ability
and desire to be an adequate mother. She led a
reckless. Irresponsible, Impulsive life. She drank
excessively and fought v^lth her common-law husband;
her parties usually ended In drunken brawls. She
misrepresented the truth, was loud, boisterous, de¬
manding, and cruel. Although she preferred Donald,
(rejecting Calvin), she showed little Interest.
She did not seem to comprehend motherhood and Its
meaning In that neither child was planned for or
wanted. Immediately after their births, she left
them to be cared for by the maternal grandmother
and was contented to leave them there.
Mrs. Q. appeared In the home occasionally to
make up for her neglect and Indulged the two boys
In any whim they desired. She made her etheral.
Irresponsible life seem so perfect to her sons
that they were always upset after her visits.
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At one point, she announcedshe v/as preg¬
nant, and indeed appeared to be so. She later
said she had an abdominal tumor and cancer of the
uterus. She neither had the tumor removed nor the
cancer treated regularly, giving fear as the reason.
She had just as many unrealistic ideas about her
illness as she did about life in general. "Things
will work themselves out" seemed to be her philoso¬
phy of life. She handled most of her problems by
rationalization and projection.
She had no knowledge of the age at which
toilet training, sleeping, and eating habits were
established because the boys were placed with the
maternal grandmother. For two years prior to their
admission to the Center, the two boys had been living
with Mrs. and several times during that period,
she took Calvin to the court with complaints of
incorrigibility. It seemed unclear how the two
boys came to live with Mrs. Q. She said Calvin
came because of incorrigibility whereas the grand¬
mother put it on the basis of economic necessity.
The grandmother seemed a much more capable per¬
son than the mother, although Mrs. Q, projected
a great deal of her difficulty with the boys on to
her own mother. She could not see the possibility
of a need for change in her own attitude. She
stated that Calvin was the basic criminal type
and nothing could be done to help him. She made
lavish promises of toys and clothing without ful¬
filling any of them. Her Interest was superficial.
Mrs. 0,. blamed Calvin for the misbehavior of
Donald, who•was one year younger. Mrs. Q. was
observed several times praising the younger brother
in the presence of Calvin and setting him up as
an example by which Calvin should pattern himself.
When the boys were younger and were living
with their grandmother, they fought constantly
because the sibling rivalry between them was so
strong. The grandmother forced them to play to¬
gether as she felt this was the way to handle the
situation. As the result, both boys became more
disagreeable and the rivalry remained strong.
Because Mrs. Q. preferred Donald to Calvin
and as she was feeling guilty about Donald's prob¬
lems, she projected some of the blame for his mis¬
behavior upon Calvin and the rest upon his poor
health. She told of many Imaginary Illnesses
Donald had such as a bad heart, weak kidneys,
and sluggish liver. Donald had a chest X-ray
every six months while living with his mother,
although no trace of tuberculosis was ever found.
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It seemed significant that although ^virs. Q,
spoke of the difficulty her mother had with
Calvin, when approached, the grandmother stated
her apprehension about ever having Donald within
her home again.
During a home visit, Mrs. Q. verbalized her
rejection of both boys because they were so bad.
She became angry v^hen the conversation was directed
to Calvin In an effort to clarify her relationship
to him. She obviously preferred Donald to Calvin,
who was never right as far as she was concerned.
Calvin Q.
1. Adjustment,-- As a child, Calvin had many
friends, played v/ell with both boys and girls. He
was a leader In play and rarely got Into miscalef.
He was unhappy over moving to live with his mother
and It was at this time that his symptomatic behavior
was evidenced. Inadequate supervision led to
truancy, petty stealing, and three experiences with
the court before adiulsslon to the Center. At the
Center, he was seen as a socially inclined leader
who was candid and honest In his opinions. Calvin
was forward, assertive, and independent. The two
people with whom he did not get along well were Mrs. Q.
and Donald. The sibling rivalry between them was
strong.
2. Psychiatric findings.-- Calvin was a boy
who got angry very quickly and because of his large
size, easily invoked fear In others; however. It
was soon evident that his "bark was worse than his
bite" In that Intensive anger was brief In nature
and he had an Infantile air of bravado. However,
he angered very quickly and was destructive and un¬
controlled during these times. In contrast to
Donald, he did not hold grudges.
It was noticed that Calvin drew and painted
well due to his vivid imagination and sensitivity.
His stories v/hlch he delighted In telling had Interest
and huinor and In addition to being athletic, he
liked to read novels and history books. He was
one of tJrie few boys who was interested In television
progra-ns of news events.
He told the psychiatrist freely of Incidents
when he ran away from home following friction with
Mrs, Q. and readily adnltted his part In the offense
of stealing a case of grape juice with Donald
stating that he didn't think he would be caught.
He spoke of not being able to get along with his
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mother and yearning for return to the grandnother
but since that was Lipossible, had settled to a
superficial adjustment until the offense of steal¬
ing which resulted in adjiission to the Center.
Calvin’s appetite was good but he was picayune
in his choice of foods. His mother noticed con¬
siderable restlessness in sleep - marked by sleep-
talking. There was evidence of masturbation at
the age of ten years at vdiich time he was taken to
the hospital to have a tap from a bolt removed from
the penis which was lodged there during sexual ex¬
citation.
He stated on several occasions that he didn't
feel that he was wanted by his niother. Fostering
of sibling rivalry was apparent by Calvin’s state¬
ment that he was bla-iied by his mother for Donald’s
misbehavior. He gave as the reason for this that
he was of a darker complexion than his brother.
After the offense of stealing, he seemed more con¬
cerned with whether Donald was going to receive as
much punishment as himself, rather than having concern
over what effect the behavior might have on himself,
3. Psychological examination.-- During the
examination, Calvin was preoccupied with personal
problems. He often interrupted a task to ask, "Am
I in jail?" ,"’Jlfhere do I go from here?" He verbal¬
ized ambivalence toward his brother by saying "Most
of the time I don’t like him; sometimes I do." He
responded readily to questions with a quick flow of
speech. He was endowed with high average intelli¬
gence. He realized his potentialities best in the
sphere of reality contact. He had adapted an aggressive,
hostile attitude to society, possibly as a defense a-
galnst many practical proble.iis he was confronted with
in dally living which confused him. A shrev^d obser¬
ver of essential details in his surroundlags, Calvin
noticed, for example, every notation made by the ex¬
aminer while he was working on a problem.
The Rorschach was characterized by meager pro¬
ductivity, with a tendency toward stereotypy and
anxiety in the face of an antagonistic world. Calvin
was afraid of manifesting overtly any expression of
genuine feeling. He was unable to cope with his
conflicts and resorted to repressing his real emo¬
tions in favor of an aggressive, hostile exterior,
Jastak Personality Factors
Altitude Quotient 113 high average
Polarity score 75 Inferior
Orthotude score 111 high average
Motlvlty score 82 low average
Somatude 96 average
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4. Therapy notes,-- Calvin's drawings. In add¬
ition to showing the extent of his problems, indi¬
cated he had some sense of line, figure, and pro¬
portion. His first drawing v;as a self-portrait in
which his head was elongated and hair shaven. Dressed
in prison stripes, he was shackled at the ankles
and was peering througli bars. He said, "Ihls is
where I am going." He immediately produced another
in which a handsome boy had his hands and feet chopped
off. It was very gory and gruesome in detail and
entitled "Death Is An Almighty Thing," He said of
it that the boy did not mind his own business and
that was why he was cut up. The therapist's impression
was that Calvin was introducing conflict with Donald
and his desire to do hliii bodily harm. Subsequent
drawings were frequently about planets and a very
detailed drawing of the moon. He constantly ver¬
balized a desire to get away from people because he
did not like them. He gradually began to indicate
sibling rivalry by projecting the blaine for his
problems on Donald and was gradually helped to
openly express hatred for Donald.
Later his drawings began to Indicate his re¬
jection of women in that he produced a very rigid
puritanical picture of the feinale therapist's office.
He made an effort to draw tiie therapist at her desk.
The features were distorted, bulky, and masculine.
Underneath it he printed, "I cannot draw women,"
In the cottage at nights, before the lights were
turned out, he told stories to the boys and his
favorite v/as one in which a lot of women were raped
by men and Calvin shot all of the women who called
for help.
Before going into a discussion of Donald's symptomatic
nianlfestatlons of his mother's rejection, it seems feasible
to point out at this point that Calvin's reaction seems to
be the conventionally expected behavior of an overtly re¬
jected child. Haaillton has said this very adequately.
The classical picture of the Primary
Behavior Disorder is an extremely aggressive
child who acts out his Impulses. However he
feels, he acts. . . The aggression may always be
Interpreted as reaction to the restrictions and
frustrations of the early (usually parental) environ¬
ment. . . With monotonous regularity one finds
that these children were rejected and have had in¬
adequate experience of love, hany troublesome
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children v/ho have well-meaning and affectionate,
but unwise, parents, behave badly in one situation
or another,^
Donald Q,
1. Adjustment.— Donald was described as
a precocious child with an enormous appetite but
of small stature in contrast with his older brother.
Although he v;as not disliked by the boys in the
cottage, he did not have many friends. He was
usually uncorniuunicable and appeared to be troubled.
He was defiant, suspicious, and impulsive. Like
Calvin, he angered easily and was destructive and
uncontrolled at such times. Unlike hln, however,
Donald was known to hold grudges and would try to
get even for every wrong that he thouglit he re¬
ceived. He was markedly selfish and boasted of
things he "got away with.'* He was even willing to
allow another child to be punished for some mis¬
chief he had done.
His Interests were in girls, co.nlcs, television,
and softball. He shied away from competition and
constructive leisure-time activities which could
be contrasted to Calvin's interests in basketball
and other competitive sports.
In the school situation, he was a problem
because of lack of attention, and despite his
over-verbalization there, he only did fair work.
Scholastically, he was ahead of Calvin.
He was unable to share graciously. At the
Center, he was clean about his person and clothes
in contrast to Calvin who would, for instance,
sleep with his clothes on if peraitted to and oc¬
casionally did. Donald was a conscientious worker
when properly started on a j’ob. He vfas anxious to
work in the kitchen whether it was his turn or
not. In shop, he did not follow others well in
routine chores, but wandered around aimlessly,
helping anyone whose work he apparently found in¬
teresting. He displayed poor ability in shop, was
unwilling to display his work, and covered up his
eJibarras sment by not being found working.
He ran av/ay from the Center three times and
when apprehended said that he wanted to have a
change for a little while. It was difficult for
■’Gordon Ha.jllton, op. cit., p. 11-5.
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Donald to refrain fro.n Sinoking although he was
aware of the dangers and hazards Involved. lie was
usually cooperative, considerate, and likeable but
when frustrated, in anger, destroyed books, clothing,
and furniture. He was difficult to appease and
probably his most outstanding feature of adjustment
was his bearing of grudges.
2. Psychiatric findings.-- To all of this
rejection and Inadequate handling by ivirs. ^.,
which Included stimulation of hostility against
Calvin, Donald reacted with a sly, covert type of
aggressiveness under which lay a good deal of
resentment and anger with his environment and the
people in it. Wlien frustrated, he became unduly
angry, nbstile, and sullen, frequently flying into
Intense rages, during which time he was likely to
do anytnlng.
He was not thought to be bowed dovra by any
anxiety or sense of guilt of wrong doing. He pro¬
jected the blai'e for his difficulty on the fact
that he had moved from: his grandnother' s home.
He could talk indefinitely without mentioning his
mother.
He v/as more ready to relate himself aiiilcably
from all outv^ard appearance than was Galvin, but it
was learned that this v/as only surface reaction as
Calvin's seeming inability to relate was only on
the surface. Donald was freer of marked crudities
and vulgarity of speech and conduct that v/as so
conspicuous of Calvin. He was more concerned with
conventionalities, more solicitous of good-will of
his superiors, and not so loud and unrestrained in
speech. Donald's general conduct showed less of
the rowdiness and lawlessness of Galvin; however,
he was probably more volatile and more subject to
extreiae moods. He was subject to a quick violent
te.'iiper v/hlch flared up dangerously and unpredictably.
3. Psychological examination.-- Donald was
not abashed by the unfamiliar surroundings in which
he found himself and responded readily and aggree-
aoly. He revealed aiiolvalent feelings toward his
older brother in the confession that his truancy
was imitation of Galvin, then made the quick ex¬
planation, "Galvin ain't just here for not going to
school though." All of the work he did was accom¬
panied by verbalization. Donald best realized his
high average potentialities in the verbal sphere.
His achievement v/as way beyond his grade place,nent.
Donald v/as strongly attached to the more pleasurable
temptations and did not take failures too much to
6?
heart. With tendencies to follow the xTiost
l.nmediatel/ satisfyln-j path, Donald required
strong, intrinsic motivation to prevent him from
straying as motivation was his lovi/est score. He
was iriore sociable and alert than Calvin and able
to supply more Information about his parents’
work and aistory. He drew well. The Cllldren’s
Picture Frustration Test corrooorated his low frus¬
tration tolerance and tendency to be unable to uieet
stressful situations efficiently.
Jastak Personality Factors
Altitude 'Quotient 115 hlg1i average
Polarity score 109 average
Orthotude score 101 average
Motivlty score 88 low average
Somatude 105 average
I4.. Therapy notes.-- Donald's therapist
summarized his attempts at therapy with Donald in
one sentence. Tnere was difficulty and an inability
to establish a therapeutic relationship.
Prom the behavior of the two boys cited above, one
readily can see that manifestations are dependent upon the
individual reaction according to his personality make-up
and that no one mother reacts to two children in the same
way. Also, just like no two children are alike or react
to same stimuli alike, no two mothers are alike. Probably
a more thorough examination of the twenty-five cases would
have yielded more positive findings. Hence, it can be said,
that the inability of the writer to be able to point out
general common factors in Tables and 7 as direct
results of factors in Tables 2, 3» and 4 does not negate
the study; to the contrary. It overemphasizes the point




In surmnarizatlon of the findings of tl:'.e study, regard¬
less of the type of attitude, personal contact with the
majority of mothers revealed them to be iminature, unstable,
neurotic, and in some cases actually psychotic. Wolberg,
previously cited, made somewliat similar observations in his
similar study when he said:
The mother herself was incapable of making
a mature adjustment to life, and her relationships,
not only to the child but also to the other in¬
dividuals were tinged with hostility, with inor¬
dinate expectations, or with fear. Her defective
Interpersonal relationships were evidenced in her
inability to adjust to married life and to assume
normal obligations to society and to her children.^
Wolberg's terminology seems to adequately summarize this
writer’s findings in the background of the rejecting mothers.
Substantiatlve Findings in Clinical Literature
As the writer progressed in the study, it v/as interesting
to note the differences between and authoritative substan¬
tiation for some of the findings. Prom a review of previous
studies on maternal rejection, the writer selected the re¬
sults of two because the general findings were similar to
the findings in this study. Nev^ell reported several studies
of maternal rejection (1934 and 193(5). His results were
based on analysis of clinical case histories and psychiatric
^L. R. Wolberg, o£. cit.
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examinations. Using neglect, cruelty, a guilt reaction of
overprotection, and inconsistent discipline as criteria
of maternal rejection, his approach was Inpresslvely simi¬
lar to the identifying attitudes which were responsible for
this writer's classifications of rejection. Newell found
feelings of insecurity and extreme sensitivity to attention
characteristic of rejected children.^
In the investigation of parent-child relationships just
reviewed, the author began with the classification of paren¬
tal attitudes, as was true of the present study, and sought
correlates of these attitudes in the child's behavior. An
alternative approach, beginning with the children of con¬
trasting clinical groups and comparing them with respect to
predominant parental features was utilized by Knight. In
1933> he compared clinical data on aggressive and submissive
children, and described the homes of submissive children as
essentially harmonious and homes of aggressive children as
unharmonious. In part, this finding varied from, the finding
in this study as most of the homes studied v/ere unharmonious.
Knight further observed that maternal attitudes tended to
be overprotectlve for the submissive children and rejectlve
p
for the aggressive children.^ This finding is probably the
most outstandingly comparable one to the present study.
^iviarian J. riadke, _oo. clt., pp. l\--7 •
^Ibid.
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The etiologic factors were not given the attention in
this study that they deserved, yet they are of paramount
importance in getting to understand maternal rejection and
its manifestations. This statement is made because it
would seem that what clinicians would call poor parenthood
tends to repeat Itself through the mechanism of a vicious
circle; poor parents tend to develop children with person¬
ality traits that predispose them to become poor parents
and so on and on until chance occurrences or clinical help
break the sequence.
Ineffective parents do not make just one
generation of unhappy and poorly socialized people;
they may begin a chain of deaiorallzlng parent-
child relationships that will work to the detri¬
ment of* many generations.!
In view of the latter observation, it would seem that
the mothers who reject their children due to some malfunction¬
ing of their own personalities, should be subjected to clin¬
ical aid as well as the children evidencing symptomatic
behavior. This practice was in evidence at the Governor
Bacon Health Center, but is in need of extension.
In reference to the questions mentioned in the begin¬
ning of this study that all people are concerned with an¬
swering, that is "l/hat is responsible for the behavior
which is observed?”, it would seem that an understanding
of the attitude of the mother to which the Individual
^Ployd Ruch, op. cit., p. l|-60.
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reacts throughout life, would make an invaluable contribution
to our subsequent reaction to maladjustive behavior which we
meet anywhere. This accepting attitude is adequately pro¬
pounded In the proverb, "To err Is hiiinan; to forgive, divine.”
how then could the quiet boy vfn.o spends a great deal
of his time In a phantasy world full of all of the comforts
and love he sought and never received from his iiiother, help
but attach special significance to the solitary game of
picking leaves from the daisy and chanting "She loves me;
she loves me not?" Or, could the bully who takes out his
aggressions on a world vdiich he considers hostile be com¬
pletely held responsible for this behavior, when those In
his environment realize that he only reflects the attitude
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